The MIT Faculty has made this article openly available. Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters. 1 Asteroid (21) Lutetia -low mass, high density 2 3 M. The additional Doppler shift of the Rosetta spacecraft radio 22 signals imposed by Lutetia's gravitational perturbation on the 23 flyby trajectory are used to determine the mass of the asteroid. 24 Calibrating and correcting for all Doppler contributions not 25 associated with Lutetia, a least-squares fit to the residual 26 frequency observations from four hours before to six hours after 27 closest approach yields a mass of (1.700 +/-0.017)·10 18 kg (error: 28 1.0%). Using the volume model of Lutetia determined by the 29 Rosetta OSIRIS camera, the bulk density, an important parameter 30 for clues to its composition and interior, is (3.4 +/-0.3)·10 3 kg/m 3 . 31 Asteroid (21) Lutetia, discovered in 1852, is one of the larger main belt 32 asteroids. In 2004, it became the flyby target asteroid for the Rosetta 33
known for asteroids (5) . Assuming that Lutetia has a modest 71 macroporosity of 12%, it would imply that the bulk density of its material 72 constituents would exceed that of stony meteorites. Unless Lutetia has 73 anomalously low porosity compared to other asteroids in its size range, Geophysical Research Letters, Volume 37, Issue 9, CiteID L09202, 2010. 83
(2) As shown in (3), the expected final post-encounter Doppler shift of a two-84 way radio carrier signal is (α´=172.18° is the direction to Earth projected into 85 the flyby plane, β=3° is the direction angle to Earth above the flyby plane) (21) hours before closest approach to 6 hours after closest approach. Two 112 tracking gaps (light red shaded zones) are indicated from 5 minutes 113 before closest approach to 45 minutes after closest approach as 114 planned and from 192 minutes to 218 minutes after closest approach 115 when DSS 63 accidentally dropped the uplink. The red solid line is a 116 least-squares fit to the data from which GM is determined. considered up to second order (Häusler et al., 2007) .
61
The frequency prediction is routinely computed for radio science data 
Frequency residuals 66
The frequency shift from the perturbed spacecraft motion caused by the 67 attracting force of the asteroid is extracted from the frequency recorded 
174
The rotation rates and angles were provided via the spacecraft housekeeping 175 telemetry data. 176 177
6.
Filtering and adjustment 178 The frequency residuals in Figure 2d were filtered at an integration time 179 of 18 seconds for noise reduction. center with respect to the spacecraft center-of-mass.
205
The final Doppler frequency shift six hours after the closest approach is 206 ∆f = (36.2 +/-0.2) mHz (Figure 2e ).
207
The mass and the other parameters were estimated with a weighted 208 least-squares method. The initial velocity vector, the scale factor for the solar radiation pressure, the center of mass adjustment factor and the 210 mass of Lutetia were fit using the frequency residuals. An initial state 211 vector of the Rosetta spacecraft at t 0 -4 hours is taken from the most 212 actual SPICE-kernel 1 provided by the ESOC Flight Dynamics team as a 213 first guess for the fitting procedure.
214
The change δx of the initial parameter set x iteratively aligning the 215 measurement and the model is obtained from
where J is the Jacobi matrix, containing the partial derivatives of 218 parameter set x, W the weighting matrix containing the standard 219 deviation of the measurement, ε ε ε ε the difference between model and 220 measurement, I the identity matrix and α is a damping factor. The 221 damping factor serves as a numerical stabilization of the solution 222 against ill-posed parameters (Aster et al., 2005) . The iterative process 223 is applied until the solution converges, i.e. measurement and models 224 are aligned. The inverse of the term in parenthesis is computed using 225 singular value decomposition (Press et al., 1986) .
226
The error of each parameter is derived from the diagonal terms of the 227 covariance matrix 228 P = (J T WJ) -1 .
229
The value of GM from the above described fitting procedure and 230 considering further error sources is determined to be GM = (11.34 ± 231 0.15)⋅10 -2 km 3 s -2 corresponding to a mass of (1.700 ± 0.017)⋅10 18 kg 232 (error: 1.3%). The uncertainty in GM considers the error from the least 233 squares fit mainly driven by the frequency noise (0.55%), the 234 uncertainty in the Lutetia closest approach time introduced by the 235 uncertainty in the flyby distance of +/-7.5 km (0.24%) and the 236 considered uncertainty in the tropospheric correction introduced by the 237 mapping function of the ground station elevation (0.8%) yielding a total 238 uncertainty of 1.0%.
239
The post-fit Doppler residuals, the difference observation minus the fit 240 are shown in Figure 6 . 246 The values for GM and ∆f agree within the error with the analytical 247 solution. As shown in (Pätzold et al., 2010) , the expected final post-248 encounter Doppler shift of a two-way radio carrier signal is
Comparison and discussion
α´=172.18° is the direction to Earth projected into the flyby plane, β=3° 251 is the direction angle to Earth above the flyby plane.
252
Using the fit solution for Lutetia of GM = (11.34±0.11)⋅10 -2 km 3 /s 2 the 253 analytical result of the relation above is (36.4±0.4) mHz.
254
The mass estimate from the Rosetta flyby is compared in Figure 7 with 255 the asteroid masses derived from astrometry or perturbation 256 calculations. The derived mass is lower than other mass determinations 257 of Lutetia from astrometry (Baer et al., 2011; Fienga et al., 2008; Fienga 258 et al., 2010; Folkner et al., 2009) . A systematic bias is apparent: Baer decreased by little more than a factor of 2.
294
The volume leads to a bulk density of (3.4 ± 0.3)·10 3 kg/m 3 . The high 295 bulk density is unexpected in view of the low value of the measured 296 mass. It is one of the highest bulk densities known for asteroids.
297
Assuming that Lutetia has a modest macroporosity of 12%, it would 298 imply that the bulk density of its material constituents would exceed that 299 of stony meteorites. Unless Lutetia has anomalously low porosity 300 compared to other asteroids in its size range, its high density likely 
